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Preface 

The present paper is a slightly extend ed copy of a lecture given befor e th e Danish 
Geological Society January 1959. At the same meeting Dr. J. TROELS-SMITH 
read a paper, and both lectures were followed by a discussion . The author 's con
tribution to the discussion is incorporated in the present account. 

As the title indicates the paper deals with problems under debate. Because the 
author cannot, in this brief outline, express his hesitations in every single case, he 
wants to emphasize once and for all that the ecological interpretations are tentative 
only.Yet, he thinks the questions will have to be formulated and answered ecologically. 
However, th e answers should be checked by an independent method . Fortunately 
this will be possible in many cases thanks lo advanced methods now to hand, e.g. 
exact datings by radiocarbon. 

A more complete discussion of the ecological background for the author's inter
pretation will be given in connection with a full report of our inves tigations in 
Draved fores t. I lake lhis opportunity to thank the CARLS BERG F OUN DATION for 
its generous support lo these investigations, the present paper is largely based on 
experience derived from them. 

Most of th e problems of Post-glacial fo rest history have indeed been discussed in 
the well-known books by FmBAS (1949) and Gonw1N (1956), which in addition 
contain complete references. The reader is referred to these books. 

The drawings have been most skilfully executed by Miss Ingeborg Frederiksen . 



Introduction 

The first aim of pollen analysis was to obtain a comprehensive view of the most 
important phases of the Post-glacial forest evolution. This was achieved through 
KNUD J ESSEN's zonation system, which in addition presents a broad relative chronol
ogy. The next objective - difficult yet fascinating-was to arrive at an ecological 
understanding of the pollen diagrams, i.e. to translate them into vegetational succes
sions, and to find the underlying causes . 

The problem may be approached from various angles. All interpretation must of 
course be based upon a thorough knowledge of the ecology and sociology of the tree 
species. Abundant information on the ecology of our trees is available, especially 
in forestal literalure1). It is, however, often difficult lo make use of this materi al 
for our particul ar purpose, especially because the pollen diagrams reflect the 
complex reaction of the tree communities to changes in the external facto rs. These 
questions are the subj ect of dynamic plant sociology, and contact with that field 
will fo rm a good starting point for an interpretation of the pollen di agrams. Dynamic 
plant sociology bas been ra ther neglected in Denmark where we have become 
accustomed to regard the plant communities as static and pay lillle attention to 
their change in time. The dynamic viewpoint, however, has for a long time character
ized British-American plant geography (e. g. TANS LEY 1949) . 

The fundam ental concepts of dynamic plant sociology are succession and climax. 
Wherever vegetation is not in equilibrium with its environments, succession will 
set in and continue until stability is reached in the fin al stage, the so-called climax 
vegetation. Under natural conditions vegetation on high ground in a low-lying 
country like Denmark would, broadly speaking, represent climax. However, man's 
all-round interventions have upset the balance everywhere; accordingly nearly all 
our plant communities are successional stages only, and true climax vegetation is 
an exception. 

A great deal of criticism may be levelled at the climax theory in its original and 
rather dogmatic presentation by CLEMENTS (191 6) . However, the concepts of 
succession and climax are sound provided that they are used as designation for 
actual conditions, and they are indispensable in vegetational history. Indeed, 
if these terms bad not already been in existence, it would have been necessary to 
introduce them lo meet the requirements of research in th at fi eld2). 

\Ve know very little of succession in our forests lo-day, and opinions differ as to 
what may be properly called climax forests in this country. T he d ifficulty is twofold . 
In the first place, fo rest successions are extremely slow: man 's life is shorter than 
that of the trees, and the individual student will not live to see more th an fragments 
of the successions. In the second place, human interference unceasingly interrupts 
or changes the normal co urse of the successions. Studies of the natural succession 

1
) Note 1. See notes page 26. 
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of tree species can accordingly be carried out only in forests that are not subj ect to 
exploitation . 

In 194 7 the Geological Survey of Denmark began to organize a systematical 
investigation of the competition and the succession of tree species in Draved forest, 
near Logumkloster; with ample fin ancial support generously provided by the 
CARLSBERG FOUN DATION. By courtesy of the authorities, parts of this state forest, 
covering a great range of soils, have been made available for the investigations. 
These greatly varying tree communities, some of which may still be regarded as 
quite natural , now remain completely untouched. Apart from pine, all important 
tree species of the Post-glacial still grow in this experimental area. 

In our neighbouring countries more or less systematic studies of succession have 
also been instituted in totally protected forests, and the author has had an opportunity 
of late year s to visit a number of them. Of supreme interest are, of course, the few 
remaining specimens of virgin forest in our temperate zone, especially in the 
mountains of southeastern Europe. A number of valuable studies of the virgin 
forests and their regeneration in southeastern Europe are available3). 

Based on this succession research material and with due regard to the available 
literature on forest ecology and sociology, the author will now give a brief survey of 
the ecological conditions which may be regarded as essential to an understanding of 
the Post-glacial forest evolution. 

The tree species may in the first place be divided into two types: " pioneer species" 
and "climax species". The pioneer species are distinguished by their high rate of 
reproduction . These species set their fruits already at an early age, abundantly 
and uniformly year by year. Seed dispersal is effective, and trees of this type appear 
readily wherever favourable new conditions for tree growth are created, for in
stance when lakes are filled in, when cullivated land is abandoned, after forest 
fires, etc. On the other hand , they are weak in competition because th ey require 
much light and have a relatively short life . Hence, th ey succumb in competition 
with other trees, and cannot form any stable forest type. Sa/ix, Popu/us lremula, 
Behtla and Sorbus are-typical pioneer species. 

The opposite of what has been said about the pioneer species applies to the 
climax species•). Their rate of reproduction and their seed dispersal are generally 
poor, they cannot keep pace with trees of the pioneer type in the initial stage; on 
the other hand, they are tenacious, once established, th ey stick their ground, and 
they will invariably suppress and supersede the pioneer species in the long run . 
The principal reasons are that they have a long life, attain a great height and endure 
and provide ample shade. Where, e.g., oak and birch grow up together, we shall 
in the course of less than 150 years have an unmixed oak forest. The birch will die 
from old age while the oak retains its youthful vigour, and the crowns of the oaks 
will soon close the holes in the canopy resulting from the death of the birches. 
Lime, beech and elm are still stronger than oak since, in addition to a long life, 
they have a greater shade endurance. V AUPELL (1863) was the first who drew 
attention to the importance of the light factor in forest succession . Subsequent 
investigations by BOYSEN J ENSEN and others have sustained VAUPELL 's view, that 
light demanding species will be replaced by shade tolerant trees in th e long run, 
provided that /he conditions of growth are favourable lo the /a/le~) . 



The Pre-boreal and Boreal Forest Succession 

The distinction between pioneer species and climax species facilitates the under
standing of the first phases of the general Post-glacial forest evolution, that are so 
clearly reflected in the pollen diagrams (cf. fig . 7, plate). In the first place, there is 
generally a very striking, but short-lived, Juniperus maximum, which is followed 
by a less clearly marked aspen (PopH[us tremula) maximum. Then follows a long 
section in which birch predominates, mixed with pine, the frequency of which 
increases consistently. This Pre-boreal Birch period comes lo an end with the 
immigration of hazel (Cory/us avellana), which spreads rapidly and soon replaces 
birch, whereas pine proves lo be rather more tenacious. 

Basic in this characteristic succession is, of course, the sudden and radical 
climatic improvement which set in at about 8500 B. C. Nevertheless, it was not 
merely th e change in temperature that was rellected in the individual phases of the 
succession; it would, e.g. , be misleading to compare th e Pre-boreal Birch period 
with the sub-arcli c Birch region in Lapland. The temperature conditions must have 
been far more favourable in Pre-boreal time, perhaps as favourable as in our time. 
This is borne out int. al. by finds of the warmth dema.nding aquatic Cladium from 
the beginning of th e Pre-boreal period. The birch-phase is, consequently, but one 
of the pioneer stages in a protracted succession; a forest type corresponding to the 
climatic conditions simply could not have come into existence because the tree 
species of the climax forest had not immigrated yet. 

The stages of the first part of the Post-glacial forest development are determined 
by two factors, (1) the sequence of immigration and (2) competition among the 
tree species. The sequence of immigration in its turn depends upon two conditions: 
the distance from the nearest location of the species in question prior to the climatic 
change, and the speed with which they travel. There was no need for Juniperus to 
immigrate, the species grew everywhere in this country even before the climatic 
change set in, though stunted by the low temperature. Aspen and birch spread from 
refuges within the borders of this country, and pine was not far off either . On the 
other hand, the warmth-demanding species seem lo have had their nearest habitats 
south of the Alps and the Pyrenees, and these east-west mountain ranges have 
formed an effective barrier to the north-bound migration of the warmth-demanding 
tree species. It took many centuries for them to reach our country, in the case of 
Fagus and Carpinus even millennia . As FIRBAS (l. c.) points out, there is no conformity 
between the sequence of immigration and the warmth-requirements of these tree 
species 6). 

The form ation of the successive stages is conditioned by competition among the 
immigra ted tree species. As mentioned before , the varying light-requirement, the 
length of life and the height of the species chielly determine the course of the competi-
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lion . The light-requirements of aspen, birch and juniper a re rather similar, but 
the greater height growth of the former enables th em to overshadow juniper ; 
that is the reason that th e juniper-stage is so short. Aspen (Popu/us lremu/a) is our 
most light-demanding tree species, and it has a particularly short life; th e species is 
gradually superseded by birch and pine. The two latter species have approximately 
the same light-requirements, but birch is a more pronounced pioneer species than 
pine. It travels fa ster, for which r eason it became es tablished befo re pine. The la tter, 
on th e other hand, has a longer life, a fact which presum ably explains its slow 
progress at the cost of the birch. 

Hazel (Cory/us avellana) is a shade tolerant shrub; its immigration put an encl to 
th e preYalence of birch and pine. Hazel thrives very well under the two latter, and 
th eir regeneration is impossible wherever an underwood of hazel exists. The short
lived birch succumbs first, and then the widely discussed Boreal hazel forest 
denlops. There is no reason to r egard this phase as anything but a seral stage in the 
succession . Hazel simply happened to be the first shade tolerant tree to immigrate ; 
at the outset it met no serious competition. It was not until the immigration of elm 
( U/mus ssp.) and lime (Tilia cordata) that conditions changed. These climax species 
are just as shade tolerant as Cory/us, further they overtake h azel in height, and 
since hazel will not thrive in the shade of a lime-elm forest, it succumbs. 

When Tilia immigrated a t the transition to zone VI all the important climax 
species had arrived, with the exception of Fagus and, possibly, Quercus pelraea' ). 
Cory/us, however , strongly r esisted the expansion of U/mus, Tilia and, particularly, 
th e light-demanding Quercus; hence, centuries passed before stability was achieved, 
and the forest eventually reached climax. At the zone boundary VI- VII, according 
to SvEND J 0RGENSEN's (1954) definition of this border, this final stage seem s to 
have set in , roughly spea king. The general fores t success ion temporarily came to an 
encl , and only local changes gave rise to new successions of a minor order . Thus 
hazel may have appeared as a pioneer wh en trees or groups of trees decayed. 

If it is true that the forest in th e Pre-boreal and Boreal periods is not a clear 
expression of the climate owing to incomplete immigration of th e warmth-demanding 
tree species, we cannot off-hand attach any climatic significance to the zone transi
tions IV/ V, V/VI and VI/VII; nor ca n we assume that the zone borders a re synchro
nous over great distances either8). There may indeed have been some notable climatic 
oscillations that have not been r eflected in the pollen curves. Climatic indicators 
must be sought for in other organisms, e.g. the aquatics; these plants spread much 
more rapidly than the trees. At present all we can say is that the temperature 
conditions were favourable in the zones V and VI; and even optimal in the zone VI 
since the frequent occurrence of mistletoe (Viscum album) , ivy (Hedera helix) and 
tortoise (Emys orbicularis) (IVERSEN, 1944, DEGERB0L & KROG, 1951) proves that 
the summer temperature was considerably higher than today. The frequency of ivy 
indicates a higher winter temperature, too. Similar conditions persisted throughout 
zone VII, and one may conclude that the climax vegetation did not change in the 
zones VI and VII, the Atlantic time. 



The Atlantic Climax Forest 

What was the composition of the primeval climax forest like? The most important 
tree species were lime (Tilia cordata), elm (Ulmus) and oak (Quercus), but, as it has 
been mentioned already, lime and elm had the advantage over oak that they are 
shade tolerant, and a mature oak stand will - on rich soils at least - have an under
wood of hazel and suppressed shade tolerant trees which will prevent its regenera
tion. Normally, therefore, lime and elm would be expected to supplant oak. However, 
the edaphic requirements of the tree species must be taken into account too. 
Elm is thus very exacting and occurs on the rich soils only. Lime is less particular, 
but, contrary to oak and beech, it does not thrive on very poor soils (podsols). 
Under natural conditions we should, accordingly, in the absence of beech, expect 
the tree species to be distributed as follows: Tilia forest on the high ground, mixed 
with Ulmus on rich soil, and with Quercus on poor soil. Only on the poorest soils in 
Jutland oak has presumably been prevalent. We have two, ecologically entirely 
different, oak species, Quercus pelraea and Q. robur. Quercus pelraea prefers high 
and well drained sandy soils (and acid rocks), and it was no doubt this species that 
prevailed on the sandhills of Central Jutland, where the species still occurs in small 
pure stands or scattered in forests of Fagus or Quercus robur. It is not easy to deduce 
the natural habitat of Q. robur from the present distribution because man's activities 
have for thousands of years favoured Quercus robur at the expense of lime and elm. 
Judging from the successions in the forests of western Europe we may assume that 
the species had its original habitats on moist clay and on low-lying ground, even on 
peaty soil, provided that the peat layer was thin and the ground was not too wet9). 

Such an assumption would explain the abundant occurrence of leaves of Quercus 
robur in mires, a fact that caused STEENSTRUP to introduce the oak period in addi
tion to the pine and alder periods. After the introduction of pollen analysis we have 
been speaking of the mixed-oak forest period; however, ecological reasoning, as just 
mentioned, suggests the predominance of Tilia on high ground-- until man inter
vened 10) . 

This assumption is in fact supported by the pollen spectra. In the early part of 
zone VII we find about the same pollen-frequency for Tilia, Ulmus and Quercus; 
however, since Tilia is insect-pollinated and has thus a poor pollen dispersal, we 
may conclude that th e species was far more widely distributed than indicated by the 
pollen percentages. This appears indeed quite clearly from our analyses in the 
Draved forest, where modern samples taken at a short distance from large Tilia 
stands contain very little Tilia pollen cp. table 1, no. 1, and note 11). 

Local hydroseres may also influence the pollen diagrams so much that the com
position of the climax forest is not discernible. To obtain a clear picture of the forest 
development on the high ground it will be necessary to look for pools lying in deep 
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holes, th e sides of which are too steep to leave space for any marginal carr forest. 
To eliminate the error due to the poor lateral pollen dispersal of the insect-pollinated 
tree species, the lake or the bog would have to be so small that the tree crowns 
almost canopy the hole. 

These requirements are met with at a tiny 6.5 meters deep bog situated in a 
beautiful kettle hole, " Hertugdalen", in Gribskov. A boring has been undertaken 
here in October 1959 by the Geological Survey of Denmark with the objective of 
checking our assumption that lime was predominant on the high ground in the 
Atlantic forest. Initial pollen analyses from this series indeed demonstrate a strong 
preponderance of Ti/ia in the analyses from zone VII 12). This suggests that the pool 
was surrounded by Tilia forest in Allanlic time. 

However, in low-lying mineral soils (gley-soils, or meadow soils) conditions were 
different. On one hand, these soils are particularly fe rtile because there has been no 
leaching, hence ash and elm, the most exacting species, thrive here. On th e other 
hand , the high ground-water table reduces the com petitive power of the shade 
tolerant trees, especially that of Tilia (not to mention Fagus); this gives a chance to 
species that demand more light, such as ash and oak . As a result we get a very mixed 
forest of Quercus robur, Fraxinus excelsior, Ulmus, Tilia, and Alnus glulinosa 13). 

With a Lill higher ground-water level the mixed forest will be superseded by an 
alder (A lnus glulinosa) carr, provided th at lhe water is not completely stagnant. 

Throughout zone VII the pollen curves ha ve a Yery even course, th e time of great 
change is over. The Quercus curve alone di!Ters with its rise in one or two steps. A 
possible explanation of this Quercus rise, indeed the most natural one, is the 
filling in of lakes and drying up of bogs. In this way new areas would have become 
wooded, and forest of Quercus robur would have formed the final stage of the succes
sion here, for purely edaphic reasons. either Ti/ia nor U/mus thrive in a peaty soil. 

A succession like this is directly reflected in the pollen diagrams of peat deposits 
adjacent to lakes elc. An example of thi s is given in fig. 1, which shows a pollen 
diagram from the large bog Lunderg,i rd Mose in northern Jutland . Great areas of 
brackish water from th e Littorina lime in that region were gradually dried up as th e 
result of regression of the sea in Sub-boreal time. Later this area became a raised 
bog. However, at the bottom of the bog a layer of oak stools mixed with alder and 
birch is found; this "buried forest" was uncovered when the peat was flushed away. 

The pollen diagram shows how the succession began with Phragmiles invading 
the level, sandy marginal areas of the basin. Next alder immigrated, soon followed 
by oak (Quercus robur) and a little hazel. Oak forced the alder back ; the result 
was an oak forest mixed with some alder and a littl e lime. Two generations of 
thick oak trees were observed, proving that the oak forest existed for at least a few 
centuries. In the course of this period , however, the edaphic conditions deteriorated 
owing to peat formation , Tilia disappeared entirely, and alder was displaced by 
birch. Then, rather suddenly, the forest succumbed and was succeeded by birch 
scrub, which in ils turn developed into a Sphagnum bog with Calluna. So succes
sion began as a progress i,·e "hydrosere" conditioned by decreasing soil moisture, 
lead ing to a kind of climax, represented by the oak forest. The subsequent retro
gressive succession is presumably conditioned by the change to the cool and moist 
Sub-allantic climate. While in Boreal and Atlantic time retrogressive successions 
occurred only exceptionally, progressive hydroseres were of great importance; in 
this way oak forest may have developed quite normally. 
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Fig. 1. Pollen diagra m from the buried forest in th e bog Lundergaard :\lose, N-Jull a nd , 
sho\\·ing three stages of progressive succession (1- 3) and two stages of retrogressive 
succession (4- 5) . From left to right: Gramineae, Alnus, Tilia, Quercus, Belula, Myrica, 
Calluna, Sphagnum . The hazel curve not included . 
Stage 1: Phragmiles reed. The diagram does not embrace the pollen of chenopods, which 

is common; it indicates brackish water conditions. 
Stage 2: Alder carr. Immigration of oak (Quercus robur). Lysimachia vulgaris, Dryopteris. 
Stage 3 : Oak forest. Immigration of birch. 
Stage 4: Birch shrub. Myrica gale ( = Pors). Frangu/a, Lysimachia vulgaris, Assulina, 

A reel/ a, etc. 
Stage 5: Sphagnum-Ca/lune, raised bog. Drosera ratundifolia . 

This explanation of the rise of the Quercus curve is supported by a close study of 
the correlation between the various pollen curves. Thus, in Atlantic time, there is 
a clear negative correlation between the pollen curve for oak on one hand, and the 
curves for the other tree species that take part in hydroseres (A/nus and Belula) on 
the other hand, while no such correlation exists with Tilia and U/mus. 

The rise in stages of the Quercus curve may thus be explained without assuming 
any changes in the composition of the forest on the high ground. Again, this inter
pretation may not include all factors. In Post-glacial time weathering and leaching 
resulted in a gradual, but very slow change of the soil. In the first stages of forest 
development these processes led to increasing soil fertility; indeed, the fertile mull 
was formed through this soil maturing. On poor sandy soils, however, the leaching 
may eventually have resulted in soil degradation which would affect the balance 
between elm, lime and oak in favour of the oak. 

Such an edaphically conditioned retrogressive succession on high ground has been 
proved to exist in the Sub-boreal period and later. In Draved forest, on low banks 
of dune sand, we may find a layer of purely organic acid humus, a kind of oak-mor, 
up lo 50 cm. thick. The lower part of this layer is so strongly decomposed that it con
sists chiefly of well preserved pollen grains, in addition to the pure humus. Between 
this mor-layer and the underlying bleached sand, which contains almost no pollen, 
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\Ve finrl a dark mull-like sand horizon very rich in pollen. The polll'n in this stratum 
dates from a time when soil deterioration harl already produced very low pH values, 
otherwise the pollen grains would have disappeared as a result of bacterial activity. 
Hence the pollen flora reflects the tree growth at an intermediate stage between brown 
forest soil and podsol ("grey-brown, podsolic soil" ). The analyses (table 1, no . 7) 
show that at this stage the forest was a mixture of oak, lime, and hazel. In the mor, 
lime and hazel disappear, and oak becomes predominant (no . 6- 4). Hence, we 
have an example of a change in composition of the forest owing lo soil degradation 
in Sub-boreal time 14) . The initial stage of the succession , th e forest of the mull soil, 
cannot be studied in th ese profiles, but we may assume that lime predominated. At 
any rate, in the following stages oak advances at the expense of lime. In a similar 
way deterioration of the poor sandy soils may already in Atlantic time have led to 
a rise in the frequency of oak. 
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Table 1. Pollenanalyses from two podsol-profiles in Draved forest. 
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No. 1- 6. Section 60 m east of a large natural stand of Tilia (about 500 trees). Until 
recently a local vegetation of birch scrub with Molinia, to-day a young plantation of 
Picea sitchensis. Local stratigraphy: 0- 6 cm: Picea-rawhumus; 6-8 cm: Molinia
Betu/a peat; 8- 28 cm: Cal/una-rawhumus; 28- 68 cm: Quercus-mor, highly humified; 
> 68 cm: strongly podsolized dune sand. C14-date of sample no. 5 is 50 A.C. ± 100. 

No. 7. ~1ull horizon in bleached sand from another podsol profile in Draved forest, 
6 cm beneath the mar-layer. Some pollen grains with signs of corrosion. 

The pollen counts of Alnas, Belula, Pinus, Cory/us, and Cal/una are divided by 4 prior 
to calculation of percentages. Scattered occurrences of Fra:rinus, Sali:r, Hedera (no. 4 & 7), 
Viscum (no. 7), Picea (no . 1). 



The Ulmus fall and the first 
appearance of farming 

The smoothness of the pollen curves during Atlantic time contrasts sharply with 
the choppy changes in all curves of the Sub-boreal period. A new, decisive factor 
appears, man's influence on the forest. From now on all interpretation must include 
human interference. 

Fortunately, the important weeds and many cultivated plants are wind-pollinated 
and disseminate pollen in abundance. The correlation between certain tree pollen 
curves and the curves for the various species of weeds and cereals enables us to 
throw light upon the cultural influences on forest development in great detail 
(fig. 2- 4). In the remarkable landnam phases from the early Sub-boreal this 
correlation is so striking that the interpretation of the curves as denoting succes
sions following extensive forest cleariugs (IVERSEN, 1941) seems to have been 
generally accepted. 

The interpretation of the first distinct decline in the U/mus curve, the "U/mus 
fall"''), which set in some time before the landnam phase, is, however, controversial. 
A brief account of the two opposite interpretations at hand will follow here. 

The first interpretation (IvERSEN, 1941) is based on the observation that the pollen
frequency of ivy (Hedera) shows a very marked decline concurrently with the Ulmus fall. 
Ivy is a very sensi tive climatic indicator, and its marked decline at the transition from 
Atlantic to Sub-horeal lime suggests a climatic change, which might then have resulted in 
the contemporary "U/mus fall" too, since some species of the latter (particularly U/mus 
carpinifolia) are distinctly thermophilous. At about this time ash (Fraxinus excelsior) 
progresses, and in the Sub-boreal zone it may be said to take the place of elm in the 
pollen diagrams. This, too, may be explained hy a climatic change, on the hypothesis 
that ash may replace Ulmus carpinifo/ia on a moist, fertile soil. 

The second interpretation (FJEGRI, 1944, TROELs-S~nTH, 1954, 1955) is that the Ulmus 
fall is culturally conditioned, and the reasons are these: Utmus is the most highly rated 
"fodder tree" , the foliage of which was used from times immemorial for stall-feeding of 
the ca ttle (cf. for instance N ORDHAGEN, 1954). For this purpose the trees are pollarded and 
their twigs lopped every few years. Such a treatment will prevent the elm from flowering, 
and the declining pollen frequency of the genus may thus be due to this type of anima l 
husbandry. TROELS-SMITH has subsequently (1960) further applied a similar interpreta
tion to the c.ontemporary decline of Hedera, the evergreen foliage of which is used as 
\\"inter fodder even today. 

This interpretation of the Ulmus fall is sus tained by the fact that pollen of cereals and 
plantain are traceable in minute quan tities a lready before the forest clearing phases, but 
never before the U/mus fall. The same applies to ramson (Allium ursinum), which may 

''') In the following the designation "U/mus fall" means the first elm decline, \\"h ich 
signifies the zone boundary VII- VIII, contrary to later declines. 
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Fig. 2. Correlation between pollen frequency of Plan/ago /cmceolala (indicator of pasture 
land) and that of elm (Ulmus) and lime (Tilia) in pollen diagrams covering the early 

stages of Neolithic farming culture in Denmark. 
The analyses in each diagram are grouped according to increasing, culminating and 
decreasing pollen frequency of Plan/ago lanceolata. Further explanation sec note 15. 
It appears from the figures that the frequency of elm and lime was high est in the virgin 
fores t, the elTect of farming culture was destructive to both . \~' hen later th e forest recovered 

they did not regain the original frequency. 
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Fig. 3. Correlation between pollen frequency of Plan/ago /anceolala ( indica tor of pasture 
land) a nd th at of ash (Frax inus) and oak (Qllercus) in pollen di agrams covering the early 

stages of Neolithic farming culture in Denmark, (compare Fig. 2) . 
It appears tha t the pollen frequency of ash a nd oak is but slighlly influenced by the farming 
activities, except tha t ash achieves much higher pollen frequency after regenera tion of the 

fores t than before th e clearing. 
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Fig. 4. Correla ti on between poll en frequ ency of Plan/ago lanceo/a /a ( indica lor o f pas ture 
land) and th a t of haze l (Cory/us) and birch (B elula) in pollen diagra ms coYeri ng the 

earl y stages of Neolithi c farming culture in Denmark (compa re fig. 2). 
Ii appears th a t b irch and hazel were favo ured by the farmi ng acti vities, and were 

r epressed when la ter the fores t recovered. 
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likewise be regarded anthropochorous. On th e strength of their extensive investigations, 
T ROELs-S~nTH and his collab orators have been able lo link up the diagram section in 
question, which contains faint traces of pollen from weeds and cereals, with a definite 
a rch aeological milieu that is characteri zed by Becker 's A-ceramics (BECKER, 1948). 
According to TROELS-SMITH this A-culture is identical with the "Classical Ertebolle 
Culture", which was not simply a hunter 's and fi sherm an 's culture, but a primitive 
semi-agriculture. T ROELS-SMITH (1954) envisages these very primitive fa rmers with sm all 
grain-fi elris, while their callle were stalled all the year round , i. e. their animal husbandry 
was b ased entirely on foli age u sed as fodder. This form of fa rming would thus b e in 
contrast with the somewhat la ter Landnam Culture , character ized by pas turing cattle in 
large numbers, a fac t which a ppears clearly from the great p ollen frequency of grasses 
a nfl Plan/ago lancro/ala (IVERSEN, 1941). TROELS-SMITH ( 1954) conclud es lh a l indeed 
they represent two fund am entally d istinct cultures. Recent p ollensta tisti cal contributions 
to th ese ques tions h ave been given by FRANKS 1957 , F LO RIN 1957 , HAFSTEN 1957, SMITH 
1958, FRIES 1958, WATERBOLK 1958, VAN ZEIST 1958, MOR RI SON 1959. 

\Ve shall now, once again, try to assess the distinctive changes in the pollen curves 
at the transition from the Atlantic to the Sub-boreal zone in the light of the ecology 
and sociology of the tree species. 

The first pollen curve to be considered is that of ash (Frax inus). Though ash 
immegrated already in Boreal time, the pollen of the genus is scarce for a long time. 
However, at the end of the Atlantic Zone Frax inus has a marked rise. 

As mentioned, ash has an intermedi ate position between a pioneer species and a 
climax species: its reproduction rate is superior lo that of a climax species, but it is 
not quite so competitive, because it has rather high light requirements and a rather 
short life. Ash demands a rich soil and normally it grows only where the water 
table is rather high ; on the other hand, contrary to alder (Alnus glutinosa), it does 
not tolerate a saturated soil. On high ground it may temporarily appear as a pioneer 
tree after a clearing. 

A close study of the pollen diagrams will show th at the sharp Fraxinus rise at the 
end of the Atlantic Zone is compensated for by a corresponding decline of the 
Alnus curve, whereas Quercus usually increases too. Tilia decreases somewhat. 
Ulmus and Betula reveal no clear reaction. The marked recedence of Alnus demon
strates that Frax inus must have spread at the expense of Alnus, i. e. on moist ground. 
This is explained most easily if we assume a lowering of the ground-water level. 
This change would at first favour ash, which owing to its high reproduction rate 
spreads fas ter than the other trees of the mixed forest in the formerly wet, and now 
partially dry alder zone. Likewise Quercus robur can increase its area, whereas 
there is no reason to assume a rapid change in the composition of the forest on the 
slightly higher ground whence ash and oak proceeded, i. e. the damp mixed forest. 
Ash and particularly oak will withstand a sudden lowering of the ground-water level, 
though lime may eventually become stronger in competition because its flat root 
system now develops into deeper soil too. A lowering of the water table will be due 
to a warm and dry climate, which is consistent with the relative high pollen fre
quency of Viscum and Hedera at this time. 

Though the advance of Frax inus , as we have seen, may easily be explained 
climatically, we cannot quite disregard the possibility that it may have been the 
result of man's earliest interference. So far, however, this possibility has not been 
supported in any way. 

An interpretation of the Ulmus fall is made difficult by the fact that it has, 
so far, not been possible to distinguish the various Ulmus species by their pollen 
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grains. The U/mus curve in Atlantic time may have included U/mus monlana, U. 
carpini(o/ia and U. effusa. Ecologically the species mentioned do not diller greatly, 
all three usually grow in rich, rather moist soil ; U/mus carpini(olia and U. effusa 
prefer, however , a high water-table to a larger extent than U. monlana. The warmth
demanding U. carpini(olia thus grows on a soil similar to that of Frax inus. 

The changes of the pollen composition at the zone boundary VII/VIII are quite 
characteristic. Two features are basic for the ecological evaluat ion of the U/mus fall. 

In the first place: In most pollen diagrams the sharp decline of the U/mus cnrve is 
oITset solely by a rise of the Quercus curve. As the latter is very clearly marked and 
often exceeds th e decline of the Ulmus curve, we must presume an actual increase in 
the production of oak pollen. Accordingly oak must have benefited from th e decline 
of elm, i. e. it must have grown side by side with elm. As explained above, we must 
assume th a t oak had two entirely separate habitats, viz. the dry sandy soil (Quercus 
pelraea) and the low-lying moist ground (Q. robur). It is inconceivable th at elm can 
haw grown side by side with Quercus pelraea. On th e oth er hand , as already men
tioned, we must assume th a t Quercus robur formed a mixed fores t together with elm, 
lime, ash and alder on rich mineral "gley" so ils, for instance near water courses and 
lakes . Hence, it is indica ted clearly that the U/mus fall was due to changes in this 
moist mixed forest. In the case of the poor sa ndy regions of Jutland thi s is a fo regone 
conclusion, because elm and ash could not possibly have grown elsewhere. 

In th e second place: Fraxinus recedes together with U/mus in many of th e diagrams. 
If th e warmth-demanding U/mus carpini(olia was killed by winter cold , we would 
expect a consistent advance of ash, which grows on the same type of so il and would 
have received improved light conditions. So, while the climatic interpretation of the 
Ulnws fall might Yery conveniently expla in the broad fea tures: replacement of 
Ulmus by Fraxinus in Zone YIII, it fails when we go into details. The recession of 
Fraxinus is, on the oth er hand, quite co nsistent with TROELs-S~nTtt's interpretation 
since th e foliage of as h, like that of elm , is regarded to be optimal for fodder. 

The difficulty in TROELS-SMITtt 's interpretation is only quantitative. It is always 
the same hesitation that is advanced : Is it really possible that the number of flowering 
elms in a region could be reduced to such an extent and in such a short time only 
because of th e use of their foliage for fodder ? Again, is it possible in this way to 
explain th e fac t that the U/mus fall is fo und fairly sy nchronously throughout th e 
country? Below we shall consider th ese questions in the light of forest-ecology. 

In th e cu rren t international discussion on the Ulnws fall and the use of foliage for 
fodd er it seems to have been taken fo r granted, so fa r, th at the theory embraces 
pollarding of elms interspersed in the mixed-oak forest. To explain the sharp decline 
in the Ulmus curve such a pollarding must have included a very large number of 
elms. This would be so great a task tha t most people interested in th e question 
find it difficult to visualize a very primitive people of the stone age und ertaking it. 
Actually it seems unlikely th at such a pollarding of tall mature elms would serve 
any purpose. The people would have had to climb 15 metres or more up the trunk to 
reach th e branches. To-day pollarding begins before the trees grow to any consider
able height, and the same applied no doubt in the stone age. 

As stated above, ecological reasoning leads us to conclude that the elm trees 
involved in the Ulmus fall grew in a mixed forest on the rich gley soils. This is very 
reasonable, for it is only here that ash and elm, th e trees th at grow the best fodder, 
form a major proportion of the forest and, consequently, of the regeneration too. 
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Hence, by killing a considerable part of the mature trees ideal conditions for picking 
the foliage would be created. No felling was necessary, the trees could have been killed 
easily by girclling, as cl one until recently, e. g. in th e Balkans, and it would have been 
possible subsequently to prune the young elms, ashes, etc., of the resultant regenera
tion . By sparing the oak trees when girdling another advantage would have been 
obtained. The acorns were of supreme importance as food for lives tock, and for man 
too, throughout antiquity and later (cf. , e. g., BROCKMANN J EROSCI-I , 1936). When 
growing as standards in a low forest the fertility of oaks will increase greatly. The 
steepness of the Ulmus fall supports the explanation given above; a slower decline 
was to be expected if the elm fall was due to pollarcling in itself. On the oth er hand, 
pruning of the young trees wo uld explain the fact th at the Ulmus curve- in contrast to 
the Frax inus curve- does not rise again . As stressed by several authors, pollarcling 
prevents elm, but usually not ash, from floweri ng (see e. g. NoRDHAGEN 1954). 

According to TROELS-SMITH, th e people of "classical Ertebolle culture" were 
responsible for the Ulmus fall , and he has pointed out th at the discoid axes , the 
typical implements of this culture, a re well suited to barkpee ling. "\Vith th ese axes the 
Erteb0lle peo ple could easily, and in a short time, have converted considerable areas 
of moist mixed forest into coppice, suited to the picking of foliage . 

With prac tically no knowledge of the details of this prehistoric farming we must 
content ourselves with analogisms from primitive farming as practised in historical 
time. According to TROELS-SMrn-1 's th eo ry the domestic animals had presumably 
been tethered, or kept in a stall (or paddock) where they were fed with foliage. We 
may, however, assume that during the warm time of the year th e goa ts, and perhaps 
the cows too, browsed in the coppice produced through cultural interference. In the 
mountains at Amalfi , S. Italy, where I have had opportunity to study this type of 
farming, the goats browsed freely in the scrubs watched by a goat herd, whereas th e 
cows were stall-feel . It should be noted, however, th at this steep rugged mountain 
landscape is unsuited to cattl e browsing. 



Ivy (Hedera helix), Holly (Ilex aquifoliun1) 

and Mistletoe (Viscun1 album) in Atlantic and 

Sub-boreal times 

As m entioned above, ivy and mistletoe are our best indicators of climatic condi
tions, ivy especially of winter, and mistletoe of summer temperature. The high 
pollen frequencies of th ese species in zones VI and VII indicate that the winter and 
summer temperatures were substantially higher than those of today. Since a detailed 
discussion on this subject appeared in a previous paper (IVERSEN, 1944) we shall 
here on ly consider the facts that have emerged since then, and which have changed 
or sharpened the problems. 

The first point lo be considered is the effect of cultural inlernnlion on th e iYy 
curYe. I lrnYe preYiously (1949, p. 16) pointed out that th e Jandn am clearances were 
detrimental lo ivy, which may, however, have regenerated fai rly soon . Yet, th e 
first sha rp fa ll in the curve of th e species occurs already s imulta neo usly \\·ilh the 
U/mus fall. Our inference of a clim atic depress ion a t the zo ne border VII- \'III was 
indeed based on thi s fact. Aft er TROELS-SMITH has demonstra ted that th e U/mus 
fall is probably culturally co nditioned, th e question a ri ses as lo wh eth er th e decline 
of ivy (and of mistleloe) 1 6) may also have been caused entirely by cultural inlerYen
tion . Sin ce the arguments in support or th e la tter ass umption will be competently 
dealt with by TROELS-SMJTH (J 960), I shall confi ne myself to giving a few facts 
indicating th a t climatic co nditi ons too have contributed to th e decline of iYy in the 
Sub-boreal period. 

For my earlier discussion (1944) Danish material only was arnilable, but since 
then a la rge material has been published in our neighbouring co untries (JESSEN, 
1949 ; GoowIN, 1956; HAFSTEN, 1957 and others), whil e the Danish material has 
increased substantially (e. g. MIKKELSEN, 1949). Fig. 5 is based on this material and 
shows the average frequency of Hedera in zones VII and VIII in various areas . 
Several interesting features may be deduced from the figure, and they provide clear 
evidence as to the influence of climatic factors on the frequency of flowering ivy in 
Atlantic and Sub-boreal time. 

1. Though ivy, flowering in tree crowns, is very scarce in Denmark today, it 
was as common along our coasts in Atlantic time, as it was in England and 
Ireland . 

2. Ivy was not nearly so common in the interior of Jutland where th e temperature 
was a little lower. 

3. The Sub-boreal decline in the Hedera pollen curve is very pronounced in 
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northern Denmark, which is a region of isostatic elevation . The decline is, on 
the other hand, \"ery slight in south-western Jutland and at the southern North 
Sea coast (GROHNE, 1957; VAN ZEIST, 1959), a region of local down-warping 
(subsidence). 

4. In extremely oceanic regions (Ireland) Hedera is found not to recede at all in 
Sub-boreal lime, contrary to Ulmus. 
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Fig. 5. Pollen frequency of ivy (Hedera helix) in zone VII and VIII, respectively, in 
various regions. The basis of calculation is the total of tree pollen (without Cory /us). 
The great frequency of Hedera pollen in Danish marine deposits from Atlantic time is 
clP.arly indicated as well as the sharp decline in Sub-boreal time, especially in north-

eastern Denmark. 

From (1) we may conclude that the climatic conditions at our coasts were optimal 
to Hedera in Atlantic time. Point (2), on the other hand, shows that winter temperature 
approached the critical threshold since the rather slight climatic difference between 
coast and inland had an appreciable influence on Hedera's fl owering. Hence, a 
fairly modest general fall in winter temperature would affect th e Hedera curve. A 
lowering of the winter temperature would be intensified in the north of Denmark on 
account of the sea's regression, but counteracted in the southern subsidence area on 
acco unt of th e sea's transgression . This is consisten t with (3). F inally, also (4) is 
directly consistent with a climatic interpretation (cf. F!EGRI, 1940; JESSEN, 1949); 
winter temperature in Ireland was and is well above the critical threshold value. Our 
theo ry that the Sub-boreal decline of the Hedera curve was due to cold winters is 
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Fig. 6. Effect of the hard win ters 1939- 42 upon Hedem helix f. arborea. Only climbing 
stems exceeding 1 inch in thickness included. (IVERSEN 1944). 

Urns sustained by the four points mentioned above, which have appeared since 1944. 
Anyone ·who has seen how two cold win ters (1939/40 and 1941 /42) could reduce an 
entire country's wild flowering ivy to a small fraction of the origin al population (cf. 
fi g. 6) will not be likely to ignore the importance of this factor. 

This is not lo say that the Erteb01le people's use of foliage has not influenced the 
J-ledera curve (TROELs-S~nTH, 1960). \Ve may assume that J-ledera grew in the moist 
mixed fores t, and the species has no doubt thrived in the cop pices. The ivy's green 
leaves were a valuable food for the livestock in early spring when th e winter fodder 
had come to an end . 

It is impossible to apportion climatic and anthropogenic factors in the decline of 
ivy. \Ve must content ourselves with a subjective opinion, and this may vary among 
stud ents. The present author regards both factors as important: the transitory de
pressions in the J-ledera curve may frequently be conditioned by culture and of 
local importance, whereas the falling tendency of the Hedera curve must be due to 
decline in temperature. The strikingly different behavior of Hedera in, for example, 
the Danish and the Irish pollen diagrams can be understood only in this way. 
Really high values of Hedera are found in Denmark in Atlantic time only, and never 
later on; they are not found between th e culture-conditioned depressions either. In 
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Ireland, on the contrary, Hedera reaches a high er frequency between these minima 
than it did in Atlantic time (SMITH, 1958). 

Holly (flex) too must be menti oned in connection with these problems. Pollen 
grains of I/ex are extremely scarce in Danish deposits; no more than say 12 pollen 
grains are known from Atlantic lime (zones VI and VII). Since the distribution of 
holly is at least as dependent on a mild winter climate as ivy, one might be tempted 
to conclude that the winter temperature was too low for I/ex in Atlantic time. How
ever , such a conclusion would be erroneous because I/ex pollen is also extremely 
rare in Atlantic deposits in southern England, although the climate there was 
undoubtedly ideal for the species throughout the Post-glacial time. Hence, the almost 
complete Jack of pollen-finds from Atlantic time must have other causes. GODWIN 
(1949) rightly points out that light conditions in the virgin forest were unfavourable 
lo a small tree like I/ex, and that they had been improved by man's ac tivities in the 
forest (cf. also VAN ZEIST, 1959). 

However, it seems to emerge from our investigations in the Draved forest that 
this does not provide the whole explanation . In the terrestrial mor-deposits men
tioned above I/ex pollen occurs with frequencies of up to a few per cent (see table 
1, p. 13), whereas not one pollen grain has been found in the peat of the mires, 
inside or outside of the forest, although the number of pollen analyses from the mires 
are many times greater. Consequently, I/ex pollen occurs only in the sediments of 
the forest itself. This is no doubt du e to the fact that al the lime of flowering this small 
tree is covered by a leafy canopy. The result is th at its pollen cannot become disper
sed into the atmosphere and into th e lakes and bogs17

). The chances for such a 
dispersal will be much greater when the high forest is cleared, and we may in that 
way explain the fact that more I/ex pollen grains have been found in English bog 
sediments from above the Atlanlic-Sub-boreal zone border than below it. In Danish 
limnic and marine sediments about the same number of I/ex pollen grains are 
found in Atlantic and in Sub-boreal time (11: 11 ; cp. TROELS-SllnTtt 's statement 
1960, 3 recent finds (H. KROG, 1960) added. Thus, unlike what was found in England , 
there is no increase in th e pollen frequency of Ilex in Sub-boreal time, despite the 
thinning of th e forest. 

There is, in fact one similarity in the Post-glacial pollen distribution of Hedera 
and I/ex. While in Atlantic deposits the pollen frequencies of both species are 
approximately th e same in Denmark and England, the frequencies are in Sub-boreal 
deposits much smaller in Denmark than in England. Yet, until much more material 
is available, it would nol be wise to draw any climatic conclusion from the pollen 
finds of I/ex, except that the winter temperature was not lower th an to-day. 

The same reasoning applies to Lonicera periclymenum, which is very similar to 
Hedera (and I/ex) climatically, but corresponds to I/ex as to pollen dispersal. 

Irela nd s Oslo Middle-
E ngland region Sweden 

( J ESSEN, Denmark (Gonw1!'I, (HAFSTEN, (FLORIN, 
1949) 

1949) 1956) 

Viscum 
X 100 ...... 0 < 1 16 95 

Viscum + Hedera 

Table 2. Th e ratio of Visr:um pollen to Viscum + Hedera pollen in the 
Postglacial warm period in various districts . 

1958) 

100 
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Pollen of Lonicera periclymenum is frequent in Dra,·ed's terrestric mor layers too, 
and only a few pollen grains have been found elsewhere in Denmark in Post-glacial 
sed imen ts from very small basins. 

Compared with the distribution of Hedera (and I/ex) th at of mistletoe (Viscwn 
album) is more continental in character. This also appears from th e relative pollen 
freq uency of Viscum and Hedera in sed iments from the Post-glacial warm period. 
In Ireland only Hedera pollen is found, in Sodermanland (south of Stockholm) 
only Viscum pollen, and between these extremes the relative pollen frequency of 
Hedera and Viscum changes grad ually (see table 1) . Thus a rising Viscum: Hedera 
ratio may indicate a change in the direction of continental climate, while a decline 
in the l'iscum: Hedera ratio may manifest an increase of oceanity. Provided that 
this conclusion is co rrect, table 2 indicates that the climate of sou th-western 
Jutland and the Netherlands (region of isostatic transgression of the sea) was slightly 
more oceanic in zone VIII than in zone VII, while the opposite was true in N E 
Denmark (region of isostatic regression of the sea) 18). 

Viscum 
X 100 Zone VIf 

I 
Zone VIII 

Viscum + H edera 

l\ E Denmark: isotatic rise since Li ttorina-max > 3 m .. . . 14 26 

Denm ark: isostatic rise since Littorina-max 0- 3 m .... . ... 15 1n 

S V Denmark: transgress ion continued since Littorina time . 19 11 

~etherlands, S E Drenthe: (v. ZEIST, Ulfi\l) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 12 

Table 3. The ratio of Viscwn poll en lo Visc11111 + Hedera pollen in th e zones Vll and VIII 
;n areas or regression and transgression respectively. 

The length of the interval occurring between the Ulmus fa ll and th e great forest 
clearings, designated as " landnam", varies, and in a few pollen diagrams no such 
interval is found at all. In th e latter cases there is, of course, a decline in the elm 
curve, but this fall is linked with a typical landnam, which always grea tly affects 
elm . The diagram from Srekkedammen (fig. 5 in IVERSEN, 1949) is an example. If 
,1·e accept TROELS-SMin1's conception, we may assume that the Ertebolle people 
never had any settlement near that lake. Similar conditions might be fo und at many 
places, no douht, if we had more sufficiently detailed diagrams from such small 
inland lakes. 

On the other hand, we do not know of any single detailed Danish pollen diagram 
that does not show neolithic forest clearances. Obviously stone age farmers of some 
culture pattern or other have been practically everywhere in this country, transiently 
at any rate. This tallies with the fact that no fairly large lake or bog exists near to 
which polished flint axes have not been found. In the Neolithic age Denmark was 
presumably one of the most densely populated regions of Europe. In this country 
it is, therefore, difficult lo obtain a clear picture of the climatic deYelopment in this 
phase by means of pollen diagrams because the relevant evidence is obscured by 
extensive cultural interventions. 



Notes 

1) Abundant evidence has been compiled in the books of DENGLER (1935), RuB)IER 
(1935), KIRCHNER, LOEW, ScHROTER (1908 etc.), and MOROSOW'') (1925). 

2) The ideas and the system of CLEMENTS (1916) have stimula ted to fruitful research, 
and also given rise to much sophisticated dispute. The latter may be due to the fact that 
CLEMENTS' terminology was not always kept clear of his th eory. A sound modification of 
CLEMENTS' system is presented by TANSLEY in his excellent book: "The British Islands 
and their Vegetation". We feel that TANSLEY's conception should be aclopted in pollen 
analysis, which, in its turn, may serve as an inductive method for dynamfo plant geography, 
when properly adapted to this particular purpose. In this way a sound factual basis may 
be established for the study of succes,;ion and the assessment of climax vegetation, and 
there is no need for resorting to problematic ana logisms from vegetational zonations. 

Since Neolithi c time successions are often greatly modified by human activities 
("defl ected success ions" sensu GoowJN, 1929), and even TANSLEv's Climax communities 
are, no doubt, modified by man. It might perhaps be better to replace the word climax 
by a more neutral term when dealing with regions or periods where deflected successions 
prevail (cf. WALTER 1954). 

When clima te is stable or improving most successions are progressive, while retTo
gressive success ions (Moss) normally occur in respo nse to climatic decline. Soil degrada
tion too may without man's interference bring about retrogressive succession in a climax 
forest, as suspected by TANSLEY(!. c . p. 26) a nd clearly demonstra!ed by pollen ana lysis 
(see, e. g. th e present paper p. 12). Through retrogress ive succession forest may develop 
into moorland (disclimax), as described by PEARSALL (1950). 

3) Virgin forest in so uth eas tern Europe. 
Careful a nalyses of the composition and regeneration of the vanishing temperate virgin 

forests in the mountains of S E Europe between the Black Sea a nd the Adriatic Sea are 
given by FROHLICH l\l30, MAUVE 1931, MARKGRAF und DENGLER 193 1; see also RUBNER 
(I. c.). As stressed by the authors mentioned those virgin forests are stable communities 
of shade tolerant tree species (chiefly Fagus silvalica and Abies peclinala). The normal 
regenera tion is said to be in small groups ("gruppen oder kleinhorstenweise" FROHLICH, 
RUBNER a. o.), and it is stressed that regeneration appears abundantly a few decades 
prior to the decay of old trees or tree-groups. Suppressed, often more than 100 years old 
sh ade trees are said to be of greatest importance for the regeneration of the high forest. 
Catastrophic destruction of large forest areas are rare exceptions in those virgin forests, 
accordingly pioneer trees a re of very restricted occurrence. Deer is very sparse and 
\\'ilhout influence on regeneration. 

Pollenstatistical evidence demonstrates that the Atlantic virgin forest in Denmark was 
of a similar stable type (climax forest). However, in conifer regions and where th e 
climate is arid, fires and hurrica nes may result in a catastrophic destruction of vast forest 
areas, which give rise to new su ccessions. Hence, the climax forest is, in this case, less 
stable; however, the instability is not a question of competition, but ra ther a result of 
destruction. 

4) Pioneer species and climax species (cp. also MoRosow*)). 

''') ·when this paper was already in proof I encountered MoRosow's b ook . I regret 
that it was impossibl e, a t this late stage, to make use of the discuss ions in tha t stimulating 
work. 
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The word "climax" species does not indicate that these tree species are b elier adapted 
to the climate in which they grow than any other species that thrives and r eproduces 
itself ther e. But owing to their competitive character they may form stable communities, 
not only succession al s tages as in the case of the pioneer species. A fores t of climax trees 
may be supersed ed b y pioneer trees only after forest d estruction (e. g. resulting from hur
ricane or forest fire, c f. note 3). 

Ma n 's activiti es in the forest (thinning and clearing before the stands are mature) 
reduce th e inOu ence of natural competition between the tree s pecies, and th e difference 
between climax species anrl pioneer species is obscured. 

5) Light r equirements of tree species. 
Since Vaupell' s time the chief progress in the study of the light requirem ents of th e tree 

species in na ture is due to BOYSEN JENSEN (1929, 1949), who introducPd exact light 
m easurem ents. The following brief survey is mainly based on his observations. 

Three different types of morphological adaptions to shade may b e distinguished. 
1) Adaptions found in leaf anatomy ("shade leaves"), 2) adaptions in the arrangement of 
leaves (" leaf mosaik " ), and 3) adaptions in the shoot a!·chitectony, which enables the 
species to develop harmonious suppressed shade trees that may persist for 100 years and 
more in the shade of a canopy. Our typical shade tolerant tree species have all three 
types of adaptions: Fagus , Tilia , U/mus, Carpinus, Cory/us; also the conifers Taxus and 
Abies peclinata. The two first mentioned adaptions, but not the third, are found, e. g. in 
Acer pseucloplafanus and Acer plafanoicles; these species are very shade tolerant when 
young, less so when older. Fraxinus has only the first type of adaption; it must be 
classifi ed under the " light trees", though young ash plants are shade tolerant, contrary 
to young plants of typical light trees, such as Betula. 

_.\ fact of funrlamental importa nce is that the light requirements of the same species 
change during life: young plants are more tolerant than old trees. Hence old stands of a 
tree species a re less shady than young stands, and light is sufficient for r egeneration in 
old stands of shade tolerant trees already some time before th e la tter die of old age. At 
th e same time root competition diminishes, while their fruits become abundant. That 
ex plains the fact tha t under na tural conditions climax fores ts m ay co ntinue uncha nged 
genera tion after generation, as observed in virgin forests. 

The importa nce of the light factor has been r ejec ted by some authors owing to the fact 
that also root competition is a delimiting factor for regeneration in a dense forest. Though 
th e la tter is tru e it does not at all reduce th e importance of th e light factor as indeed 
subsequent tests have proved (cf. DENGLER I. c., p. 124) . 

fi) Incomplete immigration. 
\ Vhil e in Southern Germany hazel, elm , oak, lime a nd alder immigrate more or less 

at the sam e time (sec FmBAS, p. 370), there is an increasing dilTerence in the time of 
arriYal when we move northward. In Denmark hazel immigrates much earli er tha n the 
others; lime a nd ald er are the latest arrivals, th ey immigrate a t the sam e time as Hee/era 
and Viscwn. In E ngland, Norway and Middle Sweden Tilia is even la ter , both in oceanic 
and continental regions . Thus in the Oslo-region Tilia arri ves distincly later than Hee/era 
and 1'iscum (HAFSTEN 1956), "hich demonstrates that the late appearance of Tilia cannot 
be due to climatical factors. 

In sharp contrast to conditions in Northern Europe the warmth-demanding tree spec ies 
immigra te quickly in North America; no serious obstacles impede immigration in this 
region. 

7) Unfortunately we know nothing about the respective immigration date of the two 
oak species (Querws robur and Quercus petraea). If one of these species immigrated later 
than Tilia , this fact too has to be considered when discussing the remarkable Quercus 
curve in Ailantic time (see the discussion p. 11). VoN PosT (1924) and others have gone 
into this problem and have postulated a very late arrival of Quercus petraea. Unfortunately, 
so far it h as not been possible to identify with any degree of certainty the pollen of oak as 
to species ; the shape of the grain has heen considered, but since it is greatly affected by 
chemi cal treatment of sample (BnonsoN CHRISTENSEN 1946) this m ethod is not reli able. 

8) ~lost authors are of different opinion. There is no need to discuss th e problem 
thoroughly because C11-d a tings will soon give the a nswer. 
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\J) Quercus robUI' attai ns optimal growth on the rich m oist soils of the "Au enwii lder" 
which are submerged by th e rivers in spring (e. g. the ramous oak fores ts in Slavonia). 
On the oth er ha nd it m ay a lso grow on poor soils, but here it is much reduced in size a nd 
vigour (see e. g . K0m 1951 ). In October 1957 I had an opportunity to study I.he distribu
tion of the forest trees in South Tessin (Locarno r egion). Here Quercus robur was only 
found on th e moist river pla ins, where it was common, w hil e Quercus pelraea was 
restricted to the acid mountain slopes, rocks etc. Tilia, chiefl y Tilia cordala, grew on 
both soils , though planted Cas lanea usually replaced Tilia and Quercus pelraea in th e 
mountains, except in steep, rather inaccessible localities. Where the soil was not too 
shallow and poor, Quercus p elraea was easily suppressed by Tilia. At higher altitude both 
species and Cas lanea too were r eplaced by Fagus. 

r.Iany authors claim that Quercus pelraea is more shade res ista nt than Quercus robur; 
this is also indica ted by the fact that in contrast to Quercus robur the leaves in Quercus 
pe/raea are arranged in a flat mosaik . Details of the ecology of Quercus robur and Quercus 
pe/raea are given by WEIMAR!{ (1947), TANSLEY ( l. c.), PEARSALL ( 1. c.) and the books 
mentioned in note one. 

10) ln the British Isles Tilia has been of less importance, perhaps because (.;/mus 
glabra and Quercus pelraea are more competitive in oceanic regions. The great freq uency 
of Ulmus in I rish pollen diagrams is r emarkable. Here the "Mixed Oak fores t" consisted 
of Vlmm (glabra) a nd Quercus (pe lraea) only, and MoRRISON's (1959) theory th a t these 
species because of co ntrasting soil needs had grown as separate associations is in all 
probability right, even if we m ay assume that both Quercus pelraea an d Ulmus glabra 
ha d a wider eda phic range in Irela nd , owing to th e absence of competition from Tilia . 

11) Poll en production and dispersal of Tilia. 
PoHL ( 1937) and HYD E (1945) have demonstrated tha t lime has a grea t pollen produc

tion when growing under favo urabl e light conditions, such as in park s. However, when 
lime grows in a dense forest, flowering is greatly reduced ; presumably even more so tha n 
is th e case in other deciduous tree species, because lime fl owers at a time when the. tree 
is densely covered with leaves. 

Our observations in Draved show that Tilia m ay be under-represented in acid humus 
even immediately b en eath lime- trees, though of course less so tha n in peats, where macro 
scopical poll en transport is excluded. De~pile the frequency of lime in Draved, Tilia 
pollen is rare in Sub-atlantic pea t deposits inside and outside the fores t. Our observations , 
accordi ngly, support the findings of HESMEH (1933), REMPE (1937) a nd others that Tilia 
is seriously under-represented in lhe pollen Jl ora of sediments, as indeed many students 
of forest history have supposed. If we douhle th e Tilia counts pr ior to calculation of the 
percentages this defici ency may b e reduced. 

12) The tiny bog Hertugdalen (diameter 25 m) a nd the small lake Gribs0 (600 m x 
200 m), both in Grib skov, N. Zealand. Mean percentages of the two provisional analyses 
from Hertugdalen are compared with mean percentages from two corresponding analyses 
from Gribs0 (from , voLTHERS 1956). Cory/as, Betula, A/nus, and Pinus divided by 4 
prior to calcula tion . 

Hertugdal Grihs0 Hertugdal Gribs0 

Tilia . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . ... .. . 53 20 118 25 
Quercus . . .... . . .... .. . ... . . . 21 44 47 55 
Cory/us .... • .. .. ...... . . .. . . 9 9 20 11 
Ulm us ..... . ... . ... ... . .. .. . 8 14 18 17,5 
Alnus .. ....... .. ...... . . ... . 5 8 11 10 
Hedera .. ...... ... .... ... . . . 2 0,2 4 0,25 
P~m ....... . . . ............ . 2 1 4 1 
Bela/a .. . ... . ..... . . . . ... . . . 1 2 2 2,5 
Fraxinus . . . . . . .... . .... . ... . 1 1 

Pollen total. . . . ... . .. . .. . ... . 479 1256 
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On the right the percentages are based on the pollen total from ancmophilous trees only. 
It appears th at the a nalyses from H ertugdalen are very s imila r t.o those from Gribso, 
except tha t the insect-pollinated trees Tilia and Hedera have much higher poll en percent
ages. S imil::lrly H ESMER (1935) demonstrated that macrofossils of Tilia were frequP,nt 
in depos its or very small lakes (in .Atlantic or Sub-boreal time) . 

13) To-d ay Tilia is, in Denmar k , most freq uent on rath er moist clay so ils, hut thi s 
is due , no douht, to the !act, th a t the lime that occured on well d ra ined fe rtile soi ls was 
replaced long ago by other trees, especia lly beech. 

VAUPELL (1863, p. 168) describes a lime forest near Copenhagen on fertil e hill y ground 
(Egeb jergene, J onstrup Vang), which h ad to be changed into a beech forest, accord ing 
to the usual practice in sta te forestry. However, the resis tance of lime was very strong. 
Self-sowing of beech was made impossibl e because the ground \\'as covered by lim e 
(suckers and stub sh oots). Indeed, it was not possible to cultiva te beech until all lime had 
been removed from the ground. 

T hough Tilia - contrary to Fagus - grows well on moist fertil e gley so il , it is less 
resista nt to th e water-level changes oflow-lying soils than Quercus robur andA /nus glutinosa. 
In the very dry summer of 1959 we observed in Draved that Tilia a nd Fagus suffered 
seriously from drought, when growing on places where the water-table normally is high . 
Their root-sys tems were obviously ver y shallow in thi s soil, and the water-tahle had sunk 
to a level beneath the reach of the roots. Fraxinus was less affected, and Quercus robur 
and Alnus glutinosa did not suffer a t all. The crowns of the latter species \\·ere coyered 
\\·ith large a nd dark green leaves, w hile the leaves of Tilia were very small; they turned 
yellow already in July, and a great deal of them dropped to th e ground. Lime trees that 
gr ew on high ground did not suffer. 

14) Soil degradation d ated by pollen ana lysis and radio-carbon . 
Thick layers of purely organic acid fo r est humus ("mor-peat", a terres tr ic sedimen t) are 

on ly described in th e literature as an exception . TnA UTMA NN ( 1952) has demonstrated their 
common occurence in the Bayrischen .Alpen and has, based on pollen ana lys is, est imated 
th e age of th e thickes t layers to be about 2500 or 3000 years. Similar high age has also 
been reported from alpin e terres tric raw-h umus (vVELTEN 1958) , from \ Ves tern Norway 
(F£GHI 1954) and from Denmark ( IV ERSEN 1958). In soil littera ture th is lype has been 
described as oak-mor (P. E. M0LLEH 1884) or Mod er (e . g. KumENA 1950). Apparently 
nobody has im agined th at th eir age could be so high, until it was demonstrated b y pollen 
analysis . One might challenge this dating ; however, C 14-da ting has confirmed it. From a 
40 cm thick oak-mor layer (covered by 20 cm of heath-mor) in Draved (cp. table 1) two 
sa mples were collected . The deepest sample was taken from a stri pe of c harcoal (oak), 
25 cm above the mineral soil. Mr. 1-lENRm TAUBER, civil engin eer, at the Copenhagen 
Dat ing Laboratory, h as dated th ese charcoal bits as from 450 B.C. ± 100 . The next 
sample was from a s tripe of oak-bark, 8 cm higher up. \1r. TA UBEn dated it lo be 50 .A.D. 
± 100. Since 25 cm of ex tremely decomposed mor was found beneath lh e charcoal 
layer from 450 B.C., we may estimate that the mor-formation began abou t 2000 13.C. 
A pollen analysis from the mor a dj acent to the mineral soil (bleached sand) indicates 
that the s trong podsolization commenced in a d ense oak forest, untouched b y m a n 
(table 1, no. 6). This may b e an exceptional case; normally podsolization in oak forest 
seems to h ave set in as a result of forest destruction (DIMBLEBY & G1LL 1955) . 

In our Calluna heaths one might expect thick layers of mor-peat . l\o doubt, this would 
have been the case, if systematic cutting of "lyngt0rv" (heath-peat) and hea th burning 
had not been practiced from time immemorial. 

15) Figures 2- 4. Th e figures were built up in the following ,my. 
1. The pollen percentages of the tree species were calculated on the basis of the pollen 

tota l of trees, shrubs a nd herbaceous plants; prior to calculation the pollen number o f 
Betula, Pinus, Cory/us and Alnus was divided by four, while the number of Tilia and 
Hedera was doubled. 

2. The analyses within each pollen series were grouped according to increasing, culmi 
nating a nd d ecreas ing Plan/ago percentage (8 groups), as shown in the figures . 

3. \,Vithin each group the average pollen pPrce ntage for all a na lyses was calculated for 
each tree species. 
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4. The average pollen percentages of (usually four) analyses immed iately prior to th e 
very first appearance of poll en gra ins of reliable indicators of farming culture in Denmark 
(Plan/ago major, Plan/ago lanceolala , cereals) are taken as characteristic of the virgin 
forest. Hence the ratio b etween that percentage a nd the percentage of the following groups 
is calculated; those indices demonstrate the influence of farming cullure on the relative 
frequency of the individual tree species in each d iagram. 

5. For each tree species the mean is calculated for those indices from all localities 
within each of the groups (of increas ing and decreasing Plan/ago lanceolala frequency). 

6. The highest mean index thus obtained is, for each species, put at 100, and the others 
given as percentages of this figure. 

16) TROELS-SMITH (1960) points out that mistletoe is very valu able for fodder, and 
there is no doubt that also people of the stone age utilized it to lhe best of their ability. It 
remains questionable, nevertheless, whether the species can have heen affected much by 
this practice . When growing in a dense forest mistl etoe is very difficult to reach. Particu
larly in the rather d ark lime forest it grows almost exclusively on the thin bra nches of the 
uppermost parts of th e lrne crowns b ecause light is adequate only here. In the coppice it 
can, however, be picked easily. The lateral pollen dispersal of the mistletoe is presumably 
just as poor as th at of th e lime; hence, when the forest round a lake is cleared, both lime and 
mistletoe will have a more pronounced decline in pollen frequency than other tree species, 
the pollen of which is dispersed more eJieclively. The proper procedure, also from this 
point of view, will be to calculate the pollen frequency of mistletoe chiefl y in relation to 
th a t of lime, as done by TROELS-SMITH (1960) . In Atlantic a nd Sub-boreal time lime was 
no doubt the most importan t host of mistl etoe, whereas the species i~ hardly ever found 
as a parasite on oak , elm or alder. 

17) According to J ESSEN ( 1949) llex pollen was frequ ent already in Irish deposits 
from Atlantic time, in contrast lo what is known from S-England. \Ve may assume tha t 
I/ex in Ireland has form ed pure sta nds, in which case pollen dispersal is improved . 

18) The BLYTT-SERNANDEH scheme of climatic development has not been confirmed 
by pollen analysis . The terms Atlantic and Sub-boreal a rc to-day solely used as convenien t 
names for pollen statistical zones (VI + VII , and Vlll , respectively, in JESS EN's zo nalion 
system) . 
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Fig. 7. Schematic pollen diagram characteristic of Jutland showing the Late- a nd Post-glacial vegeta
tional development. Oblique hatching: herbaceous plants ; horizontal hatching: dwarf shrubs; bl ack : 
trees and shrubs. On the right so me Ci,-dates (B.C.). The earlies t part of the diagram is only found 
in Denmark as an exception (La ke Bolling); the birch maximum in the middle of zone I reflects th e 
Bolling oscillation; it divides zone I into three subzones (I a, 1 b, I c). The late-glacial part of the birch 
silhouette comprises Belula nana (hatched silhouette, small pollen grains) in addition to tree-birches. 
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